Pellerin Milnor Drain Cylinder Replacement
ML#312043, ML#312118, ML#312119 - Open Pocket/Tunnel Washer

Provides Longer Life and Reduces Down Time for Critical Laundry Components

BENEFITS

- Drop-in replacement on front mount
- Fully field repairable making it very economical versus replacing the unit. This provides the lowest cost of ownership.
- Washdown tolerant
- Field tested with longer life
- Industry specific plated head and mounting for longer life
- Design based on PHD standard Series CR Cylinder
- Spring activated for ML312119 - 5 in stroke

ML312043 - 4-1/2 in stroke (shown)
ML312118 - 5-3/4 in stroke
ML312119 - 5 in stroke

(Dimensions shown are ML312043)